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The insights in this blog post derive from a research study regarding how cases of  identity theft get resolved and with what consequence. That
study benefited from a partnership between Jordan Brensinger and Change Machine.

Who Should be Responsible for Personal Data?

With so much riding on personal information, it’s time we rethink how society assigns responsibility for managing it.

Americans’ chances of  getting by or getting ahead increasingly hinge on personal data. Organizations
use that data for wide-ranging purposes, from calculating crime and child abuse risks to allocating
resources like credit, employment, housing, insurance, and public benefits.

Individuals are not passive subjects in this process—we are all increasingly expected to manage the
information about us in virtually limitless ways. Just in the area of  personal finance, people may work
to maintain and protect their data by monitoring their accounts; setting up and reviewing automated
alerts; changing and managing passwords; updating account information; filing, securing, and
shredding documents; or determining how to respond to a data breach. Individuals may also try to
improve their data by adjusting spending patterns or payment methods; applying for new accounts;
and working with creditors and credit bureaus to raise their credit scores. And when disputes
arise—as with administrative errors or identity theft—they are often responsible for contacting
financial institutions, law enforcement, and other organizations, all of  whom can require a myriad of
steps as part of  internal dispute processes.

Three forces pressure or compel people to perform this work:

Our livelihoods may depend on it. Since businesses and government agencies make consequential
decisions on the basis of  personal data, the quality and accuracy of  that data impact how people
can live their lives. For many Americans, personal data affects whether or not they can pay the
bills, save for the future, or invest in education or assets like a home or vehicle. Managing that
information can make the difference between getting by or going broke.

The law often requires it. The Fair Credit Reporting Act assigns responsibility to individuals for
checking their credit reports and disputing inaccurate information. Courts and enforcement
agencies also frequently consider personal responsibility when assessing standing and harm in
cases related to personal data. Similarly, the Federal Reserve’s Regulation E assesses liability for
fraud involving a credit card and debit card based on how long it takes individuals to report lost
cards or fraudulent transactions on their statements (obligating them to read those statements).
While such laws place a burden on everyone, they disproportionately impact certain
disadvantaged populations. Financial coaches for low to moderate income (LMI) customers, for
instance, express concerns about the sufficiency of the standard Regulation E notice provided to
customers. In particular, they question whether all customers have access to or even awareness
of  the digital format in which the notice is providedand can understand the complicated details
within the notice. Suggested amendments to the notice process include sending hardcopies of
regulations to customers that do not frequently access online banking and including plain
language summaries of  the key customer responsibilities included in the notice.
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Popular narratives tell us that “good” and “responsible” people perform it. Managing personal information
is no longer viewed as a neutral personal choice. It has moral implications. Popular media and
organizations frame those who perform it as “good” and “responsible” people; knowingly or
unknowingly refraining from some of  these practices comes to appear as negligent. As a result,
we are led to believe that when things go wrong, people only have themselves to blame.1

This all amounts to a substantial amount of  work.But certain obstacles inhibit people’s ability to
perform it:

Lack of  individual control over data. Although we commonly speak of  “personal” data, data is
inherently social, linking people to each other and to organizations. Consider the example of
families. The behavior of  one member can shape thedata of  others, such as when family
members maintain joint accounts or share credit cards. Relatives also manage personal
information on each other’s behalf—sometimes without their knowledge or consent. More
fundamentally, organizations maintain disproportionate control over the data in their possession
and they often decide what the rest of  us get to know, see, and do about it.

Unequal expertise and resources. Just as important, not everyone is equally equipped to manage their
personal information. Personal data exists within a complex ecosystem of  rules, practices,
people, and machines. Yet class and race shape who has the knowledge of  that ecosystem, the
expertise and comfort navigating it, and the resources—like a decent computer and broadband
Internet access—to actually perform the work. That leaves those with less of  these
resources—disproportionately the poor and people of color—at a distinct disadvantage.2

So what are the alternatives? To be clear, this does not mean that individuals should give up all
efforts to manage personal information. We should still take reasonable measures to keep our
accounts up-to-date, avoid sharing our data with fraudsters, and disputing inaccurate transactions.
But it does mean that we currently expect too much of  individuals and leave them on their own
picking up the pieces when things don’t work out. Advocates need to balance short-term protective
advice with long-term policy change designed to institute social protections.

One common proposal involves increasing individual control over or ownership of  personal data.
Unfortunately, ownership of  data, despite many otherpotential benefits, may actually exacerbate the
burden and inequalities described above. Instead, since data is inherently a shared resource—a Social
Security Number, for example, is only useful if  at least two parties know it—we should consider
developing social institutions that share the responsibility for managing it. Such institutions could
include social insurance for data compromise or an agency for coordinating and assisting with
identity theft and other disputes. This agency can serve as a safeguards for consumers and hold data
holders accountable; by managing consumer data, ensuring that data holders correct errors, and
implementing monetary penalties for data holders that do not comply. Elements of  the General

2 See Brensinger, Jordan. n.d. “Data Work: The Nature and Implications of  Managing Personal Information in Everyday
Life.” Unpublished manuscript. New York: Columbia University.

1 See, e.g., Draper, Nora. 2019. “Reputation Anxiety: Consumer Background Checks and the Cultivation of Risk.”
Communication, Culture and Critique, 12(1):36-52; Monahan, Torin. 2009. “Identity theft vulnerability: Neoliberal
Governance through Crime Construction.” Theoretical Criminology, 13(2):155-176.
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Data Protection Regulation implemented in the EU and EEA could provide a roadmap for this
policy shift in the United States. Such policies could go a long way to ensuring that the security,
wellbeing, and dignity of  Americans—particularly themost vulnerable among them—does not
depend on how equipped they are to manage personal information.

Jordan Brensinger is a sociologist and PhD Candidate at Columbia University. He studies personal
data and identification processes and their consequences for everyday life. His dissertation explores
these issues by focusing on how individuals and organizations work to resolve cases of  identity theft.
More information about Jordan and his research can be found on his website.
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(Change Machine Financial Coaches); Amina Kirk (Assistant Director of  Policy).
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